Detailed account of my duties and responsibilities at the Federal Reserve in the role of UX
Designer.
The goal of the overhaul and redesign was to streamline the Operators daily workflow
processing payments for the Federal Reserve Bank.
Current platform/software
● 12 year old software
● Daily Balancing done in excel
● Reports ran just so the operator could take the totals and add them to the excel file
● Not browser based
The new
● Angular 5/7
● Browser based/Chrome
● USDWS digital design guide
● Less manual user interaction in daily workflow
● Utilize the SQl database logic to do balancing and totaling
● Eliminate need to run reports and use excel file for manual entry and balancing

Story of UX
Initially I made a detailed Visio file of the entire operations daily process. The chart was broken
up by AM shift duties and PM Shift duties, then drilled down more to specific functions and
tasks.
I spent a lot of time sitting with Ops observing their work. Studied the processes thoroughly.
Consulted daily with Ops and Dev team on ideas, pieces of the app that are obsolete and levels
of effort for building the new app in sections.
Consulted with the stakeholders on must haves, can live without and pie in the sky ideas.
Between all three of these groups I was able to get a thorough grasp on what we needed to do
and how to do it.
Examples of tasks. Export checks, set up new agencies, process returns, final daily balancing.
I facilitated bi-weekly user group meetings. The attendance for these meetings varied on the
topic of the meeting. Sometimes just the core group of users. Sometimes people from
management, SAT Team members, and developers.

These meetings were strictly limited to UX stuff. The attendees were welcome at the meeting
but always it was for doing UX with the users only.

During these meetings, we would have ideation sessions, card sorting/eliminating, throw around
ideas for future enhancements review wireframes, get sign off design and functionality, present
prototypes and testing of the new app.
For testing the users had access to a test environment with the section of the app that was
being developed. They went by a script I wrote. This was a good way to spot issues with
usability prior to launch. There was no need for personas since the group was 15 people. They
did vary in age and it showed during the testing sessions. It was also good training for the
operators.
Business Requirements
The BA was not up to speed on UX development and left half way through the project. I ended
up writing a lot of the requirements. The SAT members, architects and developers helped refine
what I was writing.
We had sprint story grooming sessions to refine and nail down wireframes and written
requirements. This was also a good opportunity to find flaws and possible roadblocks in the
design and functionality. Which resulted in going back to the users and reworking the
functionality of a particular page.
Design Process
Wireframes: Basic sketch wireframes of the section to be developed. This was the springboard
for buy in with the users.
Functioning Wireframes: Using Axure I made real functioning wireframes/prototypes. This also
was a stage where we could see flaws in logic and or design.
High-fidelity Prototype: These were the Cadilacc of the above it had functionality, design and the
blueprint for was to be built and look like. The prototype served three purposes. Something for
Treasury to see, real user testing and a visual representation to the dev team on how it should
look not just function.
The goal at the end was to have components that could be reused and repeated on future
pages. For example basic button, sortable table, error handling, notifications, dashboard and
process forms
Wins
The users were a great group of people; embraced new ideas and change. They were my
primary source for inspiration in design.

Losses
It took longer than expected for the dev team to get up and running in Angular. It was a struggle
for them to understand css and how important the look and feel was to the user. Struggling
allowed me as the UX person to develop a good working relationship with the developers and
as time went on it development became faster and started to resemble the approved user
approved prototype more and more. When I was done that had the basic building blocks to
further enhance the application

